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Abstract—The increasing number of Web service providers over
the Web has prompted the need for research in service description
and discovery. The Web service requesters need tools, in order
to search suitable services that satisfy the requester’s needs. The
Web service discovery is defined as a mechanism that allows the
service requester to gain an access to the service descriptions and
make them available to the application at runtime for binding.
The service requesters can retrieve a service descriptions at design
time or at run time from the service description repository i.e.
service registry like UDDI. The lookup mechanism must support a
query mechanism to explore services based on the type of interface,
the binding information (protocols), properties (QoS properties),
the taxonomy of service and the business (provider) information
etc. This paper reviews (and classifies) various architectures and
matchmaking mechanisms defined in literature for the dynamic
Web service discovery.

I. INTRODUCTION

Web service [1] is defined as an interface which imple-
ments the business logic through a set of operations that are
accessible through standard Internet protocols. The interface
hides the implementation details of the service allowing it
to be used independently of the technology from which it is
implemented. This allows and encourages Web service based
applications to be loosely coupled, component oriented, cross
technology (cross language) implementations. The business
logic defined within Web service fulfills a specific task or a
set of related tasks. The Web service can be used alone in an
application or with other Web services to carry out a complex
aggregation or a business transaction. The conceptual Web
services architecture [2] is defined based upon the interactions
between three roles: service provider, service registry and
service requester. The interactions among them involve the
publish, find and bind operations.

The increasing number of Web service providers over the
Web has prompted the need for research in service description
and discovery. Web Services provide service specifications
(descriptions) for the matchmaking of service advertisements
and service requests over the Web. Web service discovery
is crucial for the requesters; especially for modern software
developers and business organizations in B2B scenario. The
requester can gain access to descriptions of advertised Web
services through suitable static operations defined in the Web
service architecture. The Web service requesters need tools in

order to search suitable services that satisfy the requester’s
needs.

The Web service discovery is defined as a mechanism that
allows the service requester to gain an access to the service
descriptions and make them available to the application at
runtime for binding. The service requesters can retrieve a
service descriptions at design time or at run time from service
description repository i.e. service registry like UDDI. The
lookup mechanism must support a query mechanism to explore
services based on the type of interface, the binding informa-
tion (protocols), properties (QoS properties), the taxonomy
of the service, business (provider) information etc. Existing
techniques for publishing and finding Web services (WSDL
and UDDI) rely on static descriptions of service interfaces
which enable the requesters to find and bind services based
on functional needs. The UDDI supports only keyword and
category (taxonomy) based discovery mechanism which is too
syntactic in nature. Attempts have been made for the discovery
of Web services based on their functional (what they serve)
properties and nonfunctional (how they serve) properties. This
paper presents the complete review of dynamic Web services
discovery architectures and mechanisms adopted in literature.

Remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section explores the various architectures proposed in literature
for discovery. Section 3 classifies various proposed match-
making techniques used fir dynamic Web service discovery.
Section 4 draws conclusions and explores future research in
Web service discovery.

II. ARCHITECTURES FOR WEB SERVICE DISCOVERY

In literature different architectures have been proposed
by some researchers to enable Web service discovery. The
proposed architectures can be classified based on the location
of availability of Web service descriptions, for access and
matchmaking. The Web service discovery architectures are
broadly classified as Centralized architectures and Distributed
(decentralized) architectures. Fig. 1 shows a taxonomy of Web
service discovery architectures.

A. Centralized Architecture

The centralized Web service discovery architecture [3]
enables the Web service descriptions to be stored in a
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Fig. 1. Classification of Web Service Discovery Architectures

central repository (registry) like UDDI or at Web portals.
The centralized discovery architectures are further classi-
fied as UDDI based architectures and Portal based ar-
chitectures. In UDDI based architecture [4], the Web ser-
vice descriptions are accessed for binding through UDDI
Application Programming Interfaces (API) and the registry
is solely responsible for the request processing and dis-
covery mechanism. The Web service descriptions are also
made available for access through Web portals such as
WebServiceList (www.webservicelist.com), RemoteMethods
(www.remotemethods.com), WSIndex (www.wsindex.org),
XMethods (www.xmethods.net) and BindingPoint (www
.binding point.com) etc.

The UDDI based discovery architectures are of two types
namely, Hybrid architectures and Broker based architectures.
In broker based architecture [5], a new architectural role
called service broker (broker) which is a middleware Web
service used for the service discovery. Hybrid architectures [6]
employ multiple components apart from UDDI for the service
discovery mechanism.

The problems with centralized architecture are:

• UDDI or portal registration is voluntary and thus can
easily become passive i.e. if the providers do not publish
their Web services in registries, clients won’t be able to
find them.

• UDDI wasn’t intended to serve as a search engine for
Web service discovery. The unavailability of such registry
might force providers to search for other advertising
means.

• The central registry becomes a bottleneck of processing
as a centralized approaches to service discovery suffer
from stress problems such as performance bottlenecks,
single point of failure (fault tolerance) and scalability.

In literature, mechanisms have been proposed by researchers
[7] towards construction of distributed (replicated) UDDI to
improve fault tolerance of centralized Web service discovery
architecture. In distributed architectures (Internet) it is difficult
to manage and collect service information when it is required
as the information is not available at one site. Centralized
architecture provides easy access to all advertised service
descriptions since no overhead mechanism is required to

collect the service descriptions.

B. Distributed Architecture

Distributional construction normally provides good ex-
tendibility and flexibility. In distributed (decentralized) archi-
tectures, the Web service descriptions are normally stored at
the provider’s site. The service request is executed at the
server or through the coordinating agents, by gathering service
descriptions (WSDL files) which are available at several sites.
Distributed architectures can be classified based on the nature
of access methods and information distribution structure as
Internet (Web) based architectures, Agent based architectures
and Peer to Peer (P2P) architectures.

1) Internet and Agent Based Architecture: In Internet based
architectures [8], the Web crawler or search engine is used to
gather Web service descriptions for the discovery. The WSDL
crawler is designed to discover Web services directly from
the Internet [9]. A general purpose or semantically augmented
search engine is also proposed in literature to discover the
Web services spread over the Internet [10]. The agent based
architectures [11] make use of software agents for intelligent
and quality driven Web service discovery. The agents assist the
discovery mechanism by processing the requests and finding
Web services satisfying the desired quality.

2) P2P Architecture: The decentralized approach based on
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks [12] has been proposed by many
researchers as a solution to the problems of the centralized
approach. The P2P discovery systems provide a scalable alter-
native to centralized systems by distributing the data and load
among all peers. These systems are decentralized, scalable and
self-organizing. The decentralization of Web service discovery
will increase fault tolerance and search efficiency. In literature
there are some proposals for structured peer-to-peer frame-
work for Web service discovery [13] in which Web services
are located based on both service functionality and process
behavior [14]. For example, Chord - a Distributed Hash Table
(DHT) based P2P system [15]. The peers store Web service
information such as service descriptions which are efficiently
located using a scalable and robust data indexing structure
for Peer-to-Peer networks called the Balanced Distributed
Tree (BDT) [13]. P2P architectures are more complicated
(difficulties in implementation) and sharing of Web service
information among peers (Web service node) is not practical
due to lack of trust among peers over the Internet.

III. WEB SERVICE DISCOVERY TECHNIQUES

The objective of Web service discovery is to facilitate the
requester to gaining access to service descriptions towards
binding. In literature the Web service descriptions, which are
obtained for the request are defined either on functional or
nonfunctional aspects. In functional description based Web
service discovery, the functional details of advertised services
are matched with the requested functional descriptions. The
nonfunctional parameters like QoS, usability, service usage
data, personalization (preferences and expectations) are also
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used in literature to explore desired Web services for the re-
quester. Fig. 2 depicts the taxonomy of Web service discovery
strategies, proposed in literature.
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Fig. 2. Classification of Web Service Discovery Techniques

A. Nonfunctional Description Based Discovery

Nonfunctional properties play a major role in exploring Web
services for the requester, which fulfill his expectations on
nonfunctional properties. In literature the Web services are
discovered based on the level of QoS offered by the Web
services [5], [16]. The QoS property, Reputation, is a widely
used parameter to discover trustworthy Web services for the
requester [6]. The UDDI data model is extended to support
QoS [4] and the matchmaking of request and Web service
QoS is performed through a fuzzy correlation calculator. The
paper [17] proposes a Web service discovery mechanism
which calculates usability and semantic matching between
the client’s request and the service advertisement. Usability
provides predicated value; meaning how the advertisement
is similar to the request, in formality. Thus, usability based
discovery provides appropriate Web services to the requester
when there are no exactly matched Web services available for
the service request.

Web services are also discovered based on the service usage
data (experience of other developers) which help the service
based application developers to lookup desired services [18].
A novel approach has been proposed [19] to enhance Web
service discovery based on the requester’s preferences given
for the various request elements. A fuzzy based discovery
mechanism has been proposed [20] which takes the requester’s
expectations and preferences to explore suitable Web services.

B. Functional Description Based Discovery

The functionality of Web service is an important piece of
information available in the service repository. This informa-
tion is necessary to discover suitable Web services for the
requester satisfying his demands. Functional description based
matchmaking for discovery is classified as Syntactic matching,
Behavior matching and Semantic matching.

1) Syntactic Matching for Discovery.: Syntactic matching
mechanism is defined on WSDL descriptions which involve
matching of Keywords [2], Category (Industrial taxonomy)
[21] and Interfaces [22].

A. Keyword and Category Matching. In this type of
matching, the keywords or category present in the service
description is matched by reading a set of keywords or a
category for the discovery. Query by Example (QBE) is a
method of query creation that allows a user to search for
descriptions based on an example (set of keywords) [23].
An example is a service request which is a skeleton service
description involving keywords, operation and parameter
names. This method adopts document matching (vector of
relevant words) based on cosine measure in Vector Space
Model (VSM). The problems with the keyword and category
based discovery are:

• The assignment of irrelevant category to the advertised
service will hide the service during category based service
discovery.

• The keyword based search may not discover all relevant
services as the keywords (word) have different synonyms
(verb or noun) which might be used by the providers in
WSDL documents, to specify service functionality.

• The use of wild card (e.g. *) for the discovery explores
many irrelevant services for the requester.

B. Interface Matching. The Web service interface is a
collection of functionally related operations. The structural
similarity of two relevant WSDL documents of advertised ser-
vices can be assessed by matching operation signatures (input-
output parameters and their types) [22]. Semantic information
retrieval techniques can be used to identify and order the
most relevant WSDL documents based on the similarity of the
element descriptions of the available operation specifications
(e.g. operation names), with the textual query. The opera-
tion signature similarity is also estimated based on semantic
matching concepts (exact match, plug-in and subsumes match)
defined for input-output parameters, preconditions and post-
conditions [24] for the discovery. The problems with interface
matching mechanism are:

• The providers have to assign meaningful parameter names
to input and output parameters of Web service operations.

• Different data types may be assigned for the same oper-
ation parameter by service providers which will reduce
the degree of similarity among operations.

• Operations defined for same functionality may sometimes
take different signatures. For example, search book op-
eration normally take two signatures: (i) search based on
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author and title (string author and string title) (ii) search
based on ISBN number (string isbn). In such a scenario,
the requester may have the option of using one of the
signatures for the query and the discovery mechanism
may not identify all relevant Web services.

2) Behavior Matching for Discovery.: Nowadays, atomic
(primitive) Web services are composed to provide value added
services to consumers. To locate such Web services, the
service discovery should be based on process behavior i.e.
how a service functionality is served instead of functionality
description [14]. The process behavior of Web services is
suitably characterized using finite automata which is used to
publish and query the Web services. A process algebra called
Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) is used [25] to
specify and model Web services especially, service behavior.
With such service modeling, the behavior equivalence theory
and reverse engineering methods are used for matchmaking
between the published service and query service. Automatic
testing based approach has been proposed [26] for the dis-
covery of Web Services through the automatic generation and
execution of test cases. This method models the Web service
behavior and its interface signature using delta (δ) grammar.
The modeling of complex services, and test case generation
and execution requires more effort towards effective discovery.
Service behavior based discovery methods are difficult to
realize due to the following reasons.

• The modeling of service or process behavior involves
formal specification of service. Therefore it is difficult
to model complex services involving process constraints.

• The provider should have good knowledge about au-
tomata theory or calculus theory to model the service
behavior towards Web service publishing.

• The requester should posses domain knowledge and
general service behavior to create automata of requested
service.

3) Semantic Matching for Discovery.: The semantic
matching based discovery mechanism retrieves meaning
(semantics) of service descriptions through various
means. Depending on the type of information obtained
for matchmaking, semantic based Web service discovery
mechanisms are classified as Information retrieval (IR) based
methods, Ontology driven methods, Context information based
methods, Goal based methods and Functional semantics based
methods.

A. IR Based Methods. Discovery mechanisms based
on IR methods use Web crawler or search engines to locate
WSDL documents and useful information spread over the
Internet [8], [10]. Such discovery mechanisms retrieve
functional description from WSDL documents using IR based
methods and adopt matchmaking mechanisms based on Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) or Vector Space Model (VSM). In
literature, a lexical database like WordNet is used to estimate
the semantic similarity between functional descriptions of
advertised Web services and service request description [27],

[18].

B. Ontology Based Methods. Domain ontology (service
ontology) plays a major role in matching Web service
functionality and service request [28], [29]. Matchmaking
algorithms make use of functional elements of Web services
and semantic relationships of concepts present in the domain
ontology. Techniques like ontology linking and Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) are used to capture the term
relationships and underlying domain semantics of service
requests or advertisements [30]. Most of the ontology based
discovery mechanisms compute necessary matchmaking
information during service advertisement by traversing
(processing) the ontology [27].

C. Context and Goal Based Methods. In literature,
context information is also taken into account for the
discovery of Web services which are deployed as part of
service based systems [31]. The context aware runtime service
discovery is defined based on complex context conditions
specified in a context query language and the context
operation information specified in a query. The offer context
ontology and request context ontology [32] is created towards
matchmaking for Web service discovery. A framework for
context aware Web service discovery has been proposed [33]
which models the provider’s and user’s context (the real need
of a requester) using association rules. In literature, Web
services are discovered for the dynamic composition based on
signature (input-output parameter and data type) matching of
Web services [34]. Web services are also discovered for the
specific task using semantic description of input and output
(goal) concepts [35] which are used to describe service inputs
and outputs.

The semantic based Web service discovery explores all
relevant Web services based on the semantics of service
functionality, service context, service usability and service
goals. However such semantic based Web service discovery
has the following limitations.

• Both the providers and requesters have to describe the
services in terms of ontological concepts to avoid seman-
tic heterogeneity. The requester may sometimes find it
difficult to understand complex ontological concepts and
interrelationships of concepts.

• The requester may not be able to frame service request
correctly because of strict semantic rules to specify
service functionality.

• Context aware Web service discovery mechanisms require
a formal language to represent context operations and
conditions. Moreover, identification of context conditions
and operations requires good knowledge about the service
domain.

• The use of IR based techniques and WordNet based se-
mantic similarity matching mechanisms does not provide
100% precision in the discovered result.

• Maintenance of different ontologies pertaining to various
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domains is a challenging task. Also the concepts defined
in ontology can be interpreted in different ways by the
providers and requesters across a geographical area.

D. Functional Semantics Based Method. A unified way has
been proposed [36] to describe the Web service functionality
and service request using functional semantics, towards the en-
hancement of Web service discovery mechanism. In functional
semantics based discovery, the Web service functionality and
service requests are represented in two different description
formats involving domain action, domain object and functional
constraints. The discovery mechanism also requires domain
oriented functional ontology for semantic annotation of service
requests and advertisements. The degree of match between
service advertisements and service request is computed based
on the matching of concepts and functional constraints. Even
though functional semantics provides a unified way to se-
mantically describe a functionality by the service providers
and requesters, there is a lack of capability in expressing
functionality. Major improvements are possible in order to
enhance the expression of functionality description of service
advertisements and service requests, towards effective Web
service discovery. Thus functional semantics based Web ser-
vice discovery as proposed [36] may not retrieve (explore) all
relevant Web services. The major limitations are:

• Functional semantics that describes Web service oper-
ations uses only single domain object instance. Thus,
functional semantics may not represent actual intended
functionality in all scenarios. This is because sometimes,
the action needs to be performed on the sub-object of the
major object.

• The functional description of operation may sometimes
contain nouns (action nouns) with no explicit action
associated with the domain object(s). There is no support
to specify such action nouns in the functional semantics
format.

• The mechanism uses domain ontology and the matching
requires the semantic annotation of knowledge repre-
sented in the ontology. The matching mechanism does not
always precisely discover the candidates as the semantic
annotation is defined based on predefined rules and
assumptions.

• The functional semantics description rules do not con-
sider the quality (feature) or specialty of the domain
object involved in the service.

• The construction of domain ontology will eliminate se-
mantic heterogeneity but, the system should monitor or
manage domain ontologies of different domains. Also,
dictating that, both requester and provider use ontological
concepts to describe Web service operations is again a
hard rule.

• Accessing concepts defined in various domain ontologies
requires more processing time. Also there is no effort
to store operation descriptions of all advertised Web
services in a compact way to facilitate speedy Web
service discovery.

• Finally a concrete architecture involving different roles
and data models is not defined, to facilitate functional
semantics based Web service discovery.

IV. CONCLUSION

Web service description and discovery are two crucial issues
which will have a great impact on the success of Web services.
This paper classifies the various architectures proposed in
literature for the dynamic Web service discovery with their
merits and demerits. The taxonomy of dynamic Web service
discovery techniques explores the different strategies used to
find suitable Web services. To improve the effectiveness of dis-
covery, the Web service description as well as service request
must describe intended functionality in a natural form. To
enrich the description of Web service, the description of Web
service operation should contain all necessary participating
domain objects (including sub-objects) and object qualities
(features) along with the action to be performed on them.
Moreover the description format must support the use of action
noun as a replacement for action verb while describing the
functionality of Web service operation. The action and partic-
ipating objects must be specified in a well-defined sequence in
order to retrieve most relevant Web services for a given service
request. Also a compact structure is required to represent
operations of all advertised Web services to keep Web service
information in memory for the speedy discovery process. The
solution which cater to the above requirements will enhance
the effectiveness of Web service discovery.
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